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I'm expanding the claim I've made in several recent articles. 

I wrote that, by accepting current statistics on COVID cases in the US, you're committed
to concluding that everyone in America is going to be infected. 

That was an UNDERESTIMATE. 

If you accept the official figures-56 million COVID cases since the beginning of the pandemic, and
one million new cases on the day of January 3rd-you're committed to this: 

Not only will all 330 million people in the US become infected, everyone in a nation of a billion people
would become infected. 

In the US, with 330 million people, everyone would become infected five, six, or seven times. 

No matter what. 
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-Regardless of vaccines, quarantines, isolation, lockdowns, distancing, masks, everyone moving
to underground bunkers and permanently wrapping themselves in stitched-together plastic shower
curtains. 

If you accept the existence of the virus, the supposed extent and speed of its rapid spread,
the validity of the test, the accuracy of the case numbers, the meaning of what constitutes a case,
you're committed to: 

EVERYONE GETS INFECTED AT LEAST HALF-A-DOZEN TIMES. 

It's really worse, because the official reports on the virus imply it's behaving unlike any other germ
in history. It's not burning out. Natural immunity isn't taking hold. 

Therefore, everyone will become infected and re-infected an UNLIMITED number of times. And if
naturally acquired immunity doesn't take hold in the future, we're all going to die. 

That's the actual COVID narrative, once you accept the basic premises. 

Face it. 

Or do something revolutionary: think about the basic premises. 

For the past two years, I've written over 450 articles rejecting every single premise, with
explanations and evidence. 

And when I say "every premise," I include the fatuous and bloated and preposterous and
kindergarten assertion that the virus-SARS-CoV-2-exists. 

Because it doesn't. The virus doesn't exist. 

Once you extract that rotting piece of nonsense from the COVID story, all the other premises, and
the whole narrative, collapse. 

Sanity returns. 

Of course, I'm aware that many people prefer to remain blindly insane. They prefer to accept
the official COVID fairy tale, while at the same time refusing to realize the implications of what they
are buying. 

I'm not writing for them. 

I'm not writing for the people who hold out hope that "a vaccine will save us." Think that through.
In the last year, we've seen two significant variant strains of the virus, according to the lying public
health leadership. If that were true, we would expect to see more variants-and the vaccine would
stop working each time a new variant appeared. As one researcher recently pointed out, are
we supposed to believe the whole country (and the world) can be injected with a useful booster
EVERY SIX MONTHS? 

Of course, there are no variants, because there is no virus. There is nothing to vary FROM. 

Everywhere you look, the official story implies doom, and everywhere you look, the official story
is false. 

Here is another article I wrote about the virus that isn't there: 

 CDC/FDA smoking gun of smoking guns. 

They confess: they had no virus when they concocted the test for the virus; they "contrived" a model
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by pretending to find what they wanted to find; it's called a self-fulfilling prophecy. 

This is the con and the crime that drove millions of lives, and economies, into ruin. 

The CDC has issued a document that bulges with devastating admissions. 

The release is titled, "07/21/2021: Lab Alert: Changes to CDC RT-PCR for SARS-CoV-2 Testing."
It begins explosively: 

"After December 31, 2021, CDC will withdraw the request to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) for Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) of the CDC 2019-Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) Real-
Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel, the assay first introduced in February 2020 for detection of SARS-
CoV-2 only. CDC is providing this advance notice for clinical laboratories to have adequate time
to select and implement one of the many FDA-authorized alternatives." 

CDC/FDA are confessing there has been a PROBLEM with the PCR test which has been used to detect
the virus, starting in February of 2020-right up to this minute. 

In other words, the millions and millions of "COVID cases" based on the PCR test in use are all
suspect. Actually, that statement is too generous. Every test result of every PCR test should be
thrown out. 

To confirm this, the CDC document links to an FDA release titled, "SARS-CoV-2 Reference Panel
Comparative Data." Here is a killer quote: 

"During the early months of the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, clinical specimens
[of the virus] were not readily available to developers of IVDs [in vitro diagnostics] to detect SARS-
CoV-2. Therefore, the FDA authorized IVDs based on available data from contrived samples
generated from a range of SARS-CoV-2 material sources (for example, gene specific RNA, synthetic
RNA, or whole genome viral RNA) for analytical and clinical performance evaluation. While validation
using these contrived specimens provided a measure of confidence in test performance at
the beginning of the pandemic, it is not feasible to precisely compare the performance of various
tests that used contrived specimens because each test validated performance using samples derived
from different gene specific, synthetic, or genomic nucleic acid sources." 

Translation: We, at the CDC, did not have a specimen of the SARS-CoV-2 virus when we concocted
the PCR test for SARS-CoV-2. Yes, it's unbelievable, right? And that's the test we've been using all
along. So we CONTRIVED samples of the virus. We fabricated. We lied. We made up [invented]
synthetic gene sequences and we SAID these sequences HAD TO BE close to the sequence of SARS-
CoV-2, without having the faintest idea of what we were doing, because, again, we didn't have an
actual specimen of the virus. We had no proof THERE WAS something called SARS-CoV-2. 

This amazing FDA document goes to say the Agency has granted emergency approval to 59 different
PCR tests since the beginning of the (fake) pandemic. 59. And, "…it is not feasible to precisely
compare the performance of various tests that used contrived specimens because each test
validated performance using samples derived from different gene specific, synthetic, or genomic
nucleic acid sources." 

Translation: Each of the 59 different PCR tests for SARS-CoV-2 told different lies and concocted
different fabrications about the genetic makeup of the virus-the virus we didn't have. Obviously,
then, these tests would give unreliable results. THE PCR TESTS USED CONTRIVED SPECIMENS OF THE
VIRUS WE DIDN'T HAVE. 

BUT, don't worry, be happy, because NOW, the CDC and the FDA say, they really do have actual
virus samples of SARS-CoV-2 from patients. 

In other words, they were lying THEN, but they're not lying NOW. They were "contriving," but now
they're telling the truth. 
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If you believe that, I have Fountain of Youth water for sale, extracted from the lead-contaminated
system of Flint, Michigan. 

Here, once again, I report virology's version of "we isolated (discovered) the virus": 

They have a soup they make in their labs. 

This soup contains human and monkey cells, toxic chemicals and drugs, and all sorts of other
random genetic material. Because the cells start to die, the researchers ASSUME a bit of mucus from
a patient they dropped in the soup is doing the killing, and THE VIRUS must be the killer agent in the
mucus. 

This assumption is entirely unwarranted. The drugs and chemicals could be doing the cell-killing, and
the researchers are also starving the cells of vital nutrients, and that starvation could kill the cells. 

There is no proof that SARS-CoV-2 is in the soup, or that it is doing the cell-killing, or that it exists. 

Yet the researchers call cell-death "isolation of the virus." 

To say this is a non-sequitur is a vast understatement. In their universe, "We assume, without proof,
we have the virus buried in a soup in a dish in the lab" equals, "We've separated the virus from all
surrounding material." 

Virology equals "how to spread bullshit for a living and scare the world." Other than that, it's perfect.
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